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It is shown that there is a simple chirally-invariant lattice Hamiltonian for 

fermions which is doubling-free but. non-llermitian and which may be valuable in 

lattice llamiitonian studies of Q('I). A connection is established between the exis

tence of random walk representations of spinor propagators and this doubling-free 

formulation, in analogy with Wilson fermions. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Tlii' doubling problem [1] arises wren quantum field theories of ferniions are 

delincd on a lattice, and methods of its solution are relevant to the development of 

efficient computer lattice simulations of QCI) and to the general problem of defining 

consistent lattice versions of chiral gauge theories such as the standard model. 

Hrielly described, the problem is that the periodicity of the lattice gives rise 

to momentum regions in addition to the naive continuum region k < < 1/a (where 

a is the lattice spacing) which may describe additional species of fermion in the 
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continuum limit. These additional 'doublers' may be removed in the continuum limit 

by augmenting the naive lattice action with a term which disappears in the naive 

continuum limit but causes the decoupling of the doublers. Wilson's solution [2] was to 

add a term which caused the mass of the doublers to diverge as 1/a. Unfortunately the 

extra ter >i breaks chiral invariance in the limit of zero quark current mass. This means 

that on the small lattice sizes which computational constraints dictate, properties of 

the hadron spectrum which depend on chiral symmetry, such as a light pion, are 

not. accurately reproduced. Kogut-Susskind staggered fennions [3], which involve 

spreading the spin components of the field over neighbouring lattice sites, remove 

some of the doublers and retain a discrete chiral symmetry, which is not however 

enough for the Goldstone theorem to be protected and light pions to be produced on 

small lattices [•!]. 

Ciiven the importance of continuous chiral symmetry, both to the low energy spec

trum of Q( 'I) and to the lattice definition of chiral gauge theories, it is not surprising 

that a considerable amount of effort has been devoted to studies of the doubling 

problem and its possible solutions. The no-go theorem of Nielsen and Ninomiya [5] 

presents some constraints on the form of the possible chirally invariant solutions. It 

states that all chirally invariant lattice Hamiltonians which are local, translationally 

invariant and Hermitian necessarily contain doubling. 

A number of ways of producing doubling-free formulations with a continuous 

chiral symmetry have been investigated, including amorphous lattices [6], smeared 

time derivatives [7] and non-Hermiticity [8 10]. However none of these solutions has 

yet been proven to be of practical use, mostly clue to either failure to actually solve 

the doubling problem, or to increased computational complexity. 

The purpose of this letter is to point out that in the case of Minkowski-space 

lattice actions there is a very simple chirally-invariant iion-Hermitiari solution which 



" > y * M <% 

is analogous to Wilson's non-chirally-invariant Euclidean space solution with the role 

of ~,t, replaced l>y <r(1. The practical usefulness of this solution is, however, restricted 

to llamiltonian lattice studies. We discuss the relationship between Wilson's action 

and the existence of the Kuclidean random walk 'hopping parameter' representation 

of propagators, and show that the new Minkowski space action similarly is connected 

with a random walk representation of the retarded propagator. The non-Hermiticity 

is shown to l>e directly responsible for the decoupling of the doubters, which act as 

transients in the Hamiltonian. 
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II. THE DOUBLING PROBLEM, 

WILSONS SOLUTION AND RANDOM WALKS 

Assuming the naive lattice transcription of field derivatives given by 

"Q A=± 
(1) 

(2) 

the transcription to a spacetime lattice (N* points, spacing «, lattice unit vectors 

< , J ± ) ) of the continuum (Euclidean) action 

/ r/'(#+"0V' (3) 

yields a lattice inverse propagator (after discrete Fourier transform) 

»'• " T" £ D 1 • « ( ' A >c-*-"* , a (4) 

where k, is the momentum, restricted to the values 0, ±'2ir/Na, ±<\n/Na,... ± n/a. 

When kj/i is small (the naive continuum limit), this reduces to m + i Ijk. However at 

the limits of integration, for example when 

7T 
*'; = ( +PliP2,P.JiP4), P\ > 0 

and k} = ( - + P\,P2,P>,Pi), P\ < 0 a (5) 



the inverse propagator for p « a is 

m + ip • 7 (6) 

when* 7 = (-71.7-2, 73,7»). This momentum region therefore describes another 

fermiou in the continuum limit of mass m in a representation 7 of the Euclidean 

Pirac algebra. Since 75 = 271727374, then 75 = —75 and the new fermion is of op

posite (hirality. For each lattice dimension, there are two similar momentum regions 

and hence 2'' = 16 fermions on the 4-dimensional lattice, liamiltonian formulations 

of fermious. when* only the .'{ space dimensions are latticized, similarly generate 8 

continuum fermions. 

Wilson's solution to the doubling problem is to add to the action (3) the non-

chirally invariant term (in continuum notation) 

?l** • / ' 

where i)2n> is defined bv 

•^' = £ ^ (£</W""j -2«v 

(7) 

(8) 

The extra piece disappears in the naive continuum limit but changes the inverse 

propagator ( I ) to 

m + -4lEHve^K'^ (9) 
a la , rz. 

j=\A=± 

This adds divergent quantities of the order of \/a to the doubler masses which there

fore decouple in the continuum limit. 

A random walk representation for fermion propagators, originally favoured by 

Wilson, may be inferred from the transformation of the Wilson ai t ion to position 

space: 

1 S — nia* 2 ^ V'j- i*r.u ~ 
'Ima + 8r , E(»- + 7 - . ' , j A , ) ^ . „ + a ^ - V\ (10) 



In matrix notation, the inverse* propagator is (ignoring the irrelevant multiplicative 

(oustant) of the form 1 — M, where; 

Inverting, the propagator may therefore he written 

1 +M + Mi+\r + ... , (12) 

each (\l")s<i is clearly a sum of all walks of » steps from x to y along the lattice 

vectors, with "hopping parameter' 

1 
(r + 7 - e , j V ) ) (13) 

2m a + 8r 

for each step. We note here that this inversion is only valid when the eigenvalues of 

,\/ are less than unity, and it may be shown by examining (9) that this is satisfied 

when r > -2. Analogously, an .*>'0(4)-iiivariant random walk, where each step is of 

fixed length and may range continuously over the unit 4-sphere, has been described 

by .lacobson [12]. 

The apparent connection between the existence of a lattice random w:.'.k repre

sentation of the propagator and a doubling-free lattice QFT supplied the motivation 

for this investigation. There is a 3-rotationally-invariant random walk representation 

for retarded propagators of Weyl particles in 3+1 dimensions due to Jacobson [11], 

which will be shown later to be related to the chirally-invariant Minkowski-space 

lattice action of the next section. 

III. A NON HKRMITIAN ACTION 

ANALOGOUS TO WILSON FKKMIONS 

Consider the Minkowski space action for a right-handed two-component Weyl 

spinor 0 on a hypercubic lattice 



S = / a

: ,4r £ <!'t * r . , - r £ ( r + *- e < " A , )*x . , + M o.»> 
8r *a 

V'v (14) 

where cr , <"v> = Aaw arid eru = (l,ff). Using the definitions (2) and (8) implies in 

runt intuitu notation (fi2 is not the Lorentz invariant d>l0iL but o V M gives 

.S- = j ^xfyia^ - fyd&ti* (15) 

The appearance of the Euclidean #„<:)„ in (15) is perhaps surprising. This is 

however exactly the term which is needed to produce the retarded propagator. In 

momentum space, the inverse propagator for small p^a is (in Minkowski space p M = 

«K) 

<r"p,i + J - f l /WV 

and since />,,/>,, is positive-definite, we can write this as 

" > „ + i( 

(16) 

(17) 

where ( in the continuum limit is a small positive quantity. The propagator has 

both poles in the same half-plane, at po = ± | p | — i t , characteristic of the retarded 

propagator. 

Whether or not (14) gives rise to doubling can be determined by looking at the 

behaviour of the inverse propagator in momentum space near p,, = ±n/a. The exact 

inverse propagator is 

r ; - ' ( P ) = i - - — V ( r + Arr")r+ , A'''"* (18) 

When p„a is small >'~' —» (J''plt as required. If p,4 = ( _ 7 r / a + Po,P\,P2,Px) •hen 

r / - , ( / , ) w i - + <T";v a 
(19) 
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where n" = (-l,a). This is a left handed Weyl particle for r = 0 but for r ^ 0 

the pole of the propagator moves to ±\p\ — ioo in the continuum limit and is hence 

removed. We take some care here to explain in full how this removal occurs, in precise 

analogy with the Kuclidean Dirac case. From the point of view of the path integral, if 

we refer to the Fourier transformed field as <p(p) and write the path integral measure 

as 

J] JMvWhp) (20) 

where o a:id cV are independent (Jrassmann Weyl spinor fields, then when r = 0 

there are a number of momentum regions which contribute in the continuum limit, 

around />,, = 0 and p^ = ±TT/« in the same manner as the Euclidean Dirac case. 

Dividing the momentum space into 16 regions with each momentum p M ranging over 

— ^ < />„ < -^ changes the path integral measure (20) to 

i i n /^ ( , )(/W ( , )(/>) (21) 
•= ' -5=<"<£ 

where the <?(,)(/>) are the relabelling of 4>(p) in each region, when r = 0 the continuum 

limit is that of 16 ferniions each with action 

S = /d*p ^(-pW^pJ'^p) (22) 

where rr ( l ) ' ' = ± T ' ' , depending on the particular region. There are thus eight left-

handed and eight right-handed ferniions. When r > 0, the nilr/a term from (for 

example) (M)) contributes for small a 

/ l W V V ^ f * = - - > 0 (23) 
J 7i r 

in all but the region originating around p^ = 0, thus removing the doubters. 

The action ( I I ) is local, translationally invariant and chirally invariant: thechiral 

symmetry for the right-handed field i/> is 



4' -* e , o 0 (24) 

i.e. pure phase. Thus the Nielsen-Ninomiya no-go theorem is evaded in this approach 

by the noii-Ucrmitian route. 

The related random walk for a retarded spinor propagator may be found in the 

same manner as in the Wilson's fermion - the hopping parameter is 

Ur + o-e^) (25) 
or 

and r 2 > (1 + v%)/--\ is a sufficient condition for its convergence. 

This spacetimc lattice random walk is related to a rotationally-invariant space 

random walk due to Jacobson [11,13], which involves a space step of length a in any 

direction ii in concert with a time step of duration a/r ( and hence a constant step 

speed of r), the hopping parameter being 

{1 + -S-H) (26) 

r 

and convergence only if r > \J%. (The faster-than light step speed is not inconsistent 

with the emergence of a Lorentz-invariant propagator and is connected with the use 

of time-slicing.) 

IV. THE LATTICE QF HAM1LT0NIAN 

The four-dimensional lattice action of the preceding section would be of use in 

a lattice Minkowski space study. However to date all four dimensional lattice stud

ies have been performed on Euclidean theories due to the unmanageable oscillatory 

character of the Minkowski space integrand expi5. Moreover a transcription of the 

Minkowski space action to Euclidean space would be irrelevant to physics, since the 

Wick rotation to Euclidean space is valid only from a Minkowski space action which 

contains hVynmon inverse propagators rather than retarded ones. A more likely use 
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for this idea is to form a 3 dimensional lattice Hamiitonian. Such Hamiltonians have 

been used with some success, although not with the popularity of the 4-dimensional 

Km lidean approach [11]. 

Consider the Hamiltonian 

" = - T ' E ^ / E [ r ( ^ . v - ^ + « ^ » ) - < ? ^ % . ¥ - + ^ > W v (27) 

where { /̂,>. '*' y/*} — boj&i.y- •? and y are positions on a cubic lattice, and a and ji 

are spinor indices of the 2-component spinor V'- In continuum notation, 

// = / rf\r ^\-ia. V + £aV2]4> = //„ - iA (28) 

//o is the naive lattice Hamiitonian and iA is the doubler-removing anti-Hermitian 

piece. The 4-dimensional momentum-space analysis of the inverse propagator can be 

translated to a similar 3-dimensional momentum space analysis of the single-particle 

(nou-Hemiitiaii) Hamiltonian, from which it can be concluded that the eigenvalues of 

the doublers attain large negative-imaginary components which diverge as l/«. The 

doubters are therefore transients, and their decoupling is a direct consequence of the 

non-lleriniticity: 

|0(/)) = e - H ' | ^O))^e-T ' |V»(O)) (29) 

The interaction with gauge fields may be included in the usual manner [15] using 

elements of the gauge group Uf+agi,\)ji defined on the lattice links: 

" ' = - ' T £ * * ' £ K * - ***.*•»>*>*+.*.»>.> + a • ^ ) \ n (30) 
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